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Translation of the minutes of meeting (original in Marathi)   

Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 

Subject:- Design and Construction of Bridge on Pawana River, Flyover/Viaduct and ROB with 
Approaches & Ramps on Kalewadi Phata to Dehu Alandi Road. 

 A meeting on 20.07.2017 was convened in the meeting hall of the Hon. Commissioner for 
construction of Ramps in the Empire Estate Area. Following officers Hon. Corporators and 
representatives were present in the meeting. 

1. Hon. Sharavan Hardikar  Commissioner 
2. Hon. Shailesh More   Corporator 
3. Hon. Jayashri Gavade  Corporator 
4. Hon. Komal Mevani   Corporator 
5. Hon. Shital Shinde    Corporator 
6. Hon. Rajan Patil    Joint City Engineer, BRTS 
7. Shri Shrikant Savane   Executive Engineer BRTS 
8. Shri Anil Raut    Deputy Engineer BRTS 
9. Shri Ravindra Suryawanshi  Junier Engineer BRTS 
10. Shri Pratap Bhonsale   Traffic expert 
11. Shri M. G. Kulkarni   Director M/s C. V. Kand Consultants Pvt. Ltd. 
12. Shri Datye    Representative  M/s C. V. Kand Consultants Pvt. Ltd 
13. Shri Pavan More   Representative  M/s C. V. Kand Consultants Pvt. Ltd 
14. Shri Suresh Vyas    Representative Empire Estate 
15. Shri Harish Lalwani   Representative Empire Estate 
16. Mrs Minakshi Sankpal   Representative Empire Estate 
17. Mrs. Malati Chavan   Representative Empire Estate 
18. Shri Santosh Pingale   Representative Empire Estate 
19. Shri Ramdas Mali   Representative Empire Estate 
20. Shri Rajesh Agarwal     Representative Empire Estate 
21. Shri Sanjeev Shewale   Representative Empire Estate 
22. Shri Subodh Savant   Representative Empire Estate   

A meeting along with the representatives of Empire Estate, Hon. Corporators was arranged 
regarding Construction of Ramps in the Empire Estate Area. 

The Joint City Engineer Shri Rajan Patil explained the intention for the meeting. He informed 
that, Ramps in the Empire Estate, Problems of the Empire Estate Residents, traffic on the main road 
and report from the IIT all these points have been studied by the Traffic Expert and he has prepared 
a traffic plan to overcome these difficulties. In this meeting this traffic plan is to be presented to the 
residents and Hon. Corporators and to take decision regarding the ramp is the main purpose of this 
meeting. He further asked Shri Pratap Bhonsale, Traffic Expert, to present the traffic plan scheme 
through Power Point Presentation.  

Shri Pratap Bhonsale explained with the help of plans how the ramps can be utilized by the 
residents of the Empire Estate. He also presented how the buses can move on ground and use the 



ramps. It was clarified that, the turning radius is so planned that, while turning the driver can have a 
clear vision of traffic from sides so that vehicles can safely use the ramps.  

The representatives raise issue of traffic congestion at the point where descending ramp 
meets on ground. The Traffic expert clarified that, the main road is about 65 m away from the point 
where ramp meets on ground and traffic coming from ramp can easily move towards Mumbai without 
any disturbance. He further added that, Rumbler strips are proposed on the descending ramp to 
control the speed. IIT Powai have studied the incoming and outgoing vehicles from Empire Estate in 
the morning between 9.30 to 11.30 with the help of Camera. It is observed that, 67 % of the total 
vehicles are Two Wheeler hence there will be no difficulty for traffic. Also except initial 100 to 120 
meter length of ramp further entire space under the bridge is free and here parking arrangement can 
be planned where the customers coming for shopping can park their vehicles.  

Considering increase in the traffic for further 10 years IIT Powai has clarified that, due to 
these ramps the traffic problem in surrounding area will reduce. 

The Traffic Expert opined that, present arrangement for in and out to Pune Mumbai Road 
needs to be changed as was earlier i.e. entry before Empire Estate and exit after Empire Estate. 
This will reduce the traffic in the Mahavir Chowk. Study of traffic from all sides in Mahavir Chowk is 
going on and with the help of Traffic Police signals will be improved. After completion of Ramp the 
traffic going towards Kalewadi will ply from Ramp and reduce these no of vehicles in Mahavir 
Chowk. 

Hon. Commissioner clarified that, the traffic planning is done considering the entire City. If the 
residents of the Empire Estate feel unsafe due to ramps then, the precautionary arrangements for 
the safety of the citizens will be given priority and then Ramps will be constructed. Regarding 
Parking on Pune Mumbai Road PCMC and Traffic Police will enter in to an agreement shortly. For 
this purpose PCMC is proposed to purchase 2 vehicles for lifting parked vehicles, these lifting 
vehicles will be handed over to Traffic Police. With the help of this, Traffic Police will lift the vehicles 
parked in NO Parking area on Pune Mumbai Road in PCMC limits only. Due to this the parking in 
front of Empire Estate and sides on Pune Mumbai Road will stop and traffic will be smoothen. PCMC 
is also going to start BRT service in between  Dapodi to Nigadi within next 3 to 4 months  due to this 
traffic congestion at Mahavir Chowk will be reduced. He also assured to the residents that, priority 
for the safety of people by making necessary arrangements will be given first and Ramp will be 
constructed. 

Considering all above it is concluded that, construction of Ramps in the Empire Estate are 
necessary and instructed to start the work early.  

The meeting with the permission of Hon. Commissioner concluded with vote of thanks to he 
representatives                   

 

s/d 

     Commissioner 
Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 

        Pimpri 18 


